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Community for Data Integration Workshop

June 4-7, 2019, NCAR/UCAR Center
Green Campus, Boulder, Colorado

Why:
The CDI holds in-person workshops every two years. These meetings are a crucial step for focusing people, funding, and Bureau-wide efforts across the USGS on data integration tools and services, data and information management, and computational methods. Participants join to grow their expertise in handling scientific data, to propose collaborative paths to solve data challenges, and to share knowledge with their network of peers.

What:
The workshop program is a mix of keynote talks, topical breakout sessions, lightning presentations, and a poster and demo session that we call the DataBlast. CDI members can propose sessions, talks, posters, and demos.

The workshop has several topical tracks including:

• Computing in the Cloud
• Enabling Integrated Science
• Advancing Data Management
• Releasing and Preserving Science Outputs
• Improving Usability and Communication

For questions, information, or help, contact cdi@usgs.gov.

Sessions and Trainings

Browse Session Descriptions Browse Trainings